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S U M M A R Y
In global-scale seismic tomography, teleseismic P and PP waves mainly constrain structures
in the upper two thirds of the mantle, whereas core-diffracted waves (Pdiff) constrain the lower
third. This study is the first to invert a very large data set of Pdiff waves, up to the highest
possible frequencies. This results in tomographic resolution matching and exceeding that of
global S-wave tomographies, which have long been the models of choice for interpreting
lowermost mantle structure.
We present three new global tomography models of 3-D isotropic P-wave velocity in the
earth’s mantle. Multifrequency cross-correlation traveltimes are measured on all phases in
passbands from 30 s dominant period to the highest frequencies that produce satisfactory fits
(≈3 s). Model DETOX-P1 fits ≈2.5 M traveltimes from teleseismic P waves. DETOX-P2 fits
the same data, plus novel measurements of ≈1.4 M traveltimes of Pdiff waves. DETOX-P3 fits
the same data as DETOX-P2, plus ≈ 1.2 M PP traveltimes. Synthetics up to 1 s dominant period
are computed by full wave propagation in a spherically symmetric earth using the spectral-
element method AxiSEM. Traveltimes are linked to 3-D velocity perturbations (dVP/VP) by
finite-frequency Fréchet kernels, parametrized on an adaptive tetrahedral grid of ≈400 000
vertices spaced by ≈80 km in the best-sampled regions. To complete spatial coverage, the
waveform cross-correlation measurements are augmented by ≈5.7 million analyst-picked,
teleseismic P arrival times. P, Pdiff and PP traveltimes are jointly inverted for 3-D isotropic
P-velocity anomalies in the mantle and for events corrections, by least squares solution of an
explicit matrix–vector equation.
Inclusion of Pdiff traveltimes (in DETOX-P2, -P3) improves the spatial sampling of the
lowermost mantle 100- to 1000-fold compared to teleseismic P waves (DETOX-P1). Below
≈2400 km depth, seismically slow anomalies are clustered at southern and equatorial lati-
tudes, in a dozen or more intensely slow patches of 600–1400 km diameter. These features
had long been classed into two large low shear velocity provinces (LLVP), which now appears
questionable. Instead, patches of intensely slow anomalies in the lowermost mantle seem to
form a nearly continuous, globe-spanning chain beneath the southern hemisphere, according
to our increased resolution of LLVP-internal subdivisions and newly imaged patches beneath
South America. Our tomography also supports the existence of whole-mantle plumes beneath
Iceland, Ascension, Afar, Kerguelen, Canary, Azores, Easter, Galapagos, Hawaii, French Poly-
nesia and the Marquesas.
Seismically fast structure in the lowermost mantle is imaged as narrowly elongated belts
under Eastern Asia and the Americas, presumably reflecting the palaeo-trench geometries
of subduction zones and arcs that assembled Eastern Asia and the American Cordilleras
in Palaeozoic and early Mesozoic times. Mid-mantle structure is primarily constrained by
teleseismic P waves, but Pdiff data have a stabilizing effect, for example, sharpening the
geometries of subducted slabs under the Americas, Eurasia and the Northern Pacific in the
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Convection plumes are expected to rise from the core–mantle 
boundary (CMB) because core heat diffuses into lowermost 
mantle rock, which becomes buoyant1. The plumes’ geoscien-

tific importance derives from the amount of core heat these focused 
streams bring to the surface or near surface. From the geometries of 
hotspot tracks and swells, plumes should be only 100–200 km wide 
and account for at most 10% of geothermal heat loss2,3. However, the 
plume’s presumed feeder zones in the lowermost mantle are much 
broader and more voluminous. The ‘superswells’ or ‘large low-velocity 
provinces’4,5 (LLVPs) sprawl across ~30% of CMB area5 and rise 
500–1,000 km above it. Numerous 500- to 1,000-km-thick plumes 
observed in the lower mantle6–8 could also point to more rising heat 
than admitted by the surface tallies based on narrow hotspot tracks2,3.

The LLVPs are thought to be chemically denser than ambient 
mantle, containing subducted crust or chemically distinct rock 
assemblages dating from Earth’s earliest history5,9. With sufficient 
heating from the core, such LLVP rock may start to rise buoyantly, 
but depending on the amount of cooling during ascent10, much of 
it may lose its positive buoyancy mid-way and never get close to 
the surface. A priori reasonable ranges for mantle viscosities and 
density anomalies, ‘height’ of the denser layer and core versus inter-
nal heating admit a wide variety of convective plume patterns5,9,10. 
Narrowing this parameter space depends on seismic tomographic 
images that confidently constrain the spatial scales and the connec-
tivity of upwellings. Since modelled plumes have a strong tendency 
to rise vertically from the CMB to the surface10–12, tomographic illu-
mination across all mantle depths is particularly useful in providing 
a set of self-consistent geometric constraints that mantle modelling 
should reproduce. This is the aim of our study.

The Réunion Hotspot and Upper Mantle–Réunions Unterer 
Mantel experiment
Among the most plausible locations for whole-mantle plumes13, 
almost all are located in the oceans, where high imaging resolution  

in the upper and lower mantle can be achieved only by instru-
menting large areas of kilometre-deep seafloor14–16 or the water 
column17. Only a few hotspots14–16 have been instrumented due to 
the challenges of ship access and sensor technologies. The largest  
such experiment, in terms of spatial footprint and instruments 
operating simultaneously, has been the Réunion Hotspot and Upper 
Mantle–Réunions Unterer Mantel (RHUM–RUM) experiment18.  
It covered 2,000 × 2,000 km2 of western Indian Ocean with 57 broad-
band ocean-bottom seismometers (OBSs) for 13 months, comple-
mented by 37 island stations (Fig. 1). In first using RHUM–RUM 
body-wave data for tomography, our hemispheric-scale study is able 
to trace at least one upwelling from the African LLVP to its surface 
location in high detail.

La Réunion Island features the primary attributes of a clas-
sical, deep hotspot13. Among Earth’s most active volcanoes, it is 
located ~1,000 km from the nearest plate boundary, with long-lived,  
stationary volcanism and the enriched and noble gas geochemistry 
characteristic of hotspots. A time-progressive, 5,500-km-long vol-
canic track leads to the Deccan Traps in India, which erupted more 
than 106 km3 of flood basalts around 65 Ma13,19,20.

P-wave tomography from surface to core
Our tomography samples the entire mantle column by jointly 
inverting three types of P-wave observations. The first dataset of 
travel-time picks from the International Seismological Centre (ISC)–
Engdahl, van der Hilst and Buland (EHB)21,22 catalogue yields a con-
ventional global P-wave model illuminating mainly the mid-mantle. 
The second, methodically new dataset of core-diffracted P waves 
(Pdiff) constrains the lowermost mantle globally23. A third new data-
set of 55,657 teleseismic multi-frequency travel times, measured 
on the dense RHUM–RUM array18, resolves the upper half of the 
mantle under the oceanic Réunion hotspot. The respective contri-
butions of the three datasets are illustrated by Fig. 2 and detailed 
in the Methods. Seismic velocity anomalies are caused primarily by 

A tree of Indo-African mantle plumes imaged by 
seismic tomography
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Mantle plumes were conceived as thin, vertical conduits in which buoyant, hot rock from the lowermost mantle rises to Earth’s 
surface, manifesting as hotspot-type volcanism far from plate boundaries. Spatially correlated with hotspots are two vast prov-
inces of slow seismic wave propagation in the lowermost mantle, probably representing the heat reservoirs that feed plumes. 
Imaging plume conduits has proved difficult because most are located beneath the non-instrumented oceans, and they may 
be thin. Here we combine new seismological datasets to resolve mantle upwelling across all depths and length scales, centred 
on Africa and the Indian and Southern oceans. Using seismic waves that sample the deepest mantle extensively, we show that 
mantle upwellings are arranged in a tree-like structure. From a central, compact trunk below ~1,500!km depth, three branches 
tilt outwards and up towards various Indo-Austral hotspots. We propose that each tilting branch represents an alignment of 
vertically rising blobs or proto-plumes, which detached in a linear staggered sequence from their underlying low-velocity cor-
ridor at the core–mantle boundary. Once a blob reaches the viscosity discontinuity between lower and upper mantle, it spawns 
a ‘classical’ plume-head/plume-tail sequence.
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Lowermost	mantle:	where	slabs	end	up	and	plumes	begin

Four	hypotheses	 relating	plumes,	 LLVPs	and	slabs.	`
High	tomographic	resolution	 is	required	to	rule	any	of	them	out.



Objective:	Use	Pdiff waves	to	fill	the	illumination	gap	
of	body-wave	tomography	in	the	lowermost		~1000	km
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Core-diffracted	P-waves	sample	the	deepest	mantle	extensively.

Nominal	 ray	paths	of	Pdiff (or	Sdiff)	
waves.	Hardly	been	used	for	
tomography	because	ray	theoretical	
modeling	 would	be	inadequate.

P	morphs	into	Pdiff at	
distances	exceeding	 ~97°.
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Harnessing	core-diffracted	wavesMeasurement	success	on	Pdiff waveforms	
is	limited	by	signal-to-noise	ratio.

Hosseini	 &	Sigloch	(2015,	GJI)

  

Core diffracted P-waves

Grazes the core:
● Extensively samples the deepest part of the mantle
● Better information on the 'footing' of mantle plumes and internal structure of the 

anomalies on CMB
● Ray theory

AXISEM, 2013



number	of	paths

Global	P-tomography	models	DETOX-P2,	-P3	are	the	first	to	include	a	large	
data	set	of	Pdiff data	(multi-frequency	waveform	measurements)

Core-grazing	 segments	of	the	~480,000	Pdiff paths	included	 in	
DETOX-P2

Hosseini	et	al.	2020	GJI



Sensitivities	of	the	traveltime
measurements	are	modelled by	

Born	kernels.
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3 M E T H O D

We assume that the traveltime observations di(i = 1, ..., N) are lin-
early linked to the discretized earth model mj(j = 1, ..., M) in the
following explicit form (see Appendix B for the detailed descrip-
tion):

d = Am (1)

where m contains the P-velocity deviations dVP/VP from the
reference earth model IASP91 on a suitably chosen inversion grid,
and A links the traveltime observations in d to the discretized model
parameters in m.

3.1 Sensitivity kernels

Each row in A of eq. (1) contains the 3-D sensitivity kernel KT

of one measurement numerically integrated onto the inversion grid
(see Fig. 4, right-hand column). The use of sensitivity kernels al-
lows us to properly distribute the sensitivity of a given seismic phase
with a specific frequency content into the mantle. As we have two
types of traveltime observations (Section 2), two groups of sensitiv-
ity kernels are also calculated: frequency-dependent and ray-based
kernels.

Dahlen et al. (2000) developed a method to efficiently calculate
sensitivity kernels KT using paraxial approximation in conjunction
with ray theory and the Born approximation (Born 1926). Using this
method as implemented by Tian et al. (2007b), we computed a 3-
D frequency-dependent sensitivity kernel for each cross-correlation
traveltime observation in our data set (i.e. ≈ 5M sensitivity kernels).
Fig. 4 shows P, PP and Pdiff kernels.

Due to the inherent limitations of ray-theory, Pdiff kernels cannot
be accurately calculated using the method of Dahlen et al. (2000).
Here, approximated Pdiff kernels were computed instead, as shown
in Fig. 4. Computation of approximated Pdiff kernels is described
in more detail in Appendix C. We benchmarked these Pdiff sensitiv-
ity kernels against wavefield-based kernels calculated by AxiSEM
(Nissen-Meyer et al. 2014) and MC Kernel (Stähler et al. 2016)
for various epicentral distances, event depths and relevant frequen-
cies. The approximated kernels give a good representation of the
‘true’ core-diffracted sensitivities. This approximation decreased
the computational cost of one sensitivity kernel by at least three to
four orders-of-magnitude compared to wavefield-based kernel cal-
culations, that is, 3 s kernel–1 versus 18 000 s kernel–1 (a wavefield
with 0.1 Hz highest frequency was used for the latter). We will
incorporate wavefield-based kernels once work on the necessary
software package ‘MC Kernel’ is complete (Stähler et al. 2016) and
optimized for large data sets.

We use ray theory (hypothetically infinite frequency) to efficiently
compute the sensitivity kernels of onset times selected from ISC-
EHB/EHB bulletins. Rays are numerically integrated on the inver-
sion grid as shown in Fig. 4 (bottom row) for P.

3.2 Model parametrization

We sample the unknown velocity structure of the mantle using an
irregular distribution of points connected into space-filling tetra-
hedrons, with linear interpolation of dVP/VP between the four ver-
tices of each tetrahedron. The spatial distribution of model parame-
ters limits the maximum resolution retrievable in different regions.
Therefore, the interpolation supports should be sufficiently dense to
not limit the expression of the data’s full information content, any-
where in the mantle. On the other hand, very dense parametrization

Figure 4. 3-D sensitivity kernels for cross-correlation traveltimes of a tele-
seismic P wave at 60◦ distance, of a PP wave at 120◦, and a Pdiff wave
at 120◦. The bottom row shows a ray-theoretical sensitivity kernel used to
model an analyst-picked, teleseismic P arrival time from the ISC-EHB/EHB
catalogue and at 60◦ distance. The ray-theoretical kernels produce very
sparse matrix rows, with only 0.05 per cent non-zero entries on average. In
case of cross-correlation sensitivity kernels (the first three rows), the domi-
nant period of the Gabor filter is 21.2 s. Left-hand column shows strictly 2-D
sections through the mantle in the plane of wave propagation; right-hand
column shows the same kernels numerically integrated on the tetrahedral
inversion grid. P and PP kernels are computed by the method of Dahlen
et al. (2000). PP kernels were limited to distances <155◦ because the parax-
ial approximation is not valid near antipodal epicentral distances (Tian et al.
2007b). Since diffracted wave kernels cannot be calculated with the parax-
ial method, Pdiff kernels are approximated (see text). Each kernel fills one
sparse row of the inversion matrix A. The fraction of non-zero entries (i.e.
tetrahedral grid nodes of non-zero sensitivity) is on average 1.9 per cent for
P kernels, 4.1 per cent for PP kernels and 2.9 per cent for Pdiff kernels.

increases the computational cost for both kernel calculations and
inversion. Irregular tetrahedral meshes have the advantage of being
able to accommodate different sampling densities in a straightfor-
ward manner (Sambridge et al. 1995; Sambridge & Gudmundsson
1998; Nolet & Montelli 2005). The mesh can thus be rendered
denser selectively in places where the data offers increased resolv-
ing power, for example, densely instrumented regions.
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Pdiff-kernel	 (Δ=120°,	Tdom=21	s	),	
computed	by	full	wave	propagation	
(AxiSEM software,	Tarje	 Nissen-Meyer).

P	and	PP	kernels	 are	
computed	by	the	much	
cheaper	method	of	
Dahlen et	al.	2000.	
ISC	picks	are	modeled	by	
ray	theory	 (super	cheap).
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A	step	change	in	sensing	
the	lowermost	mantle	

with	P-waves

Hosseini	et	al.	2020	GJI
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Figure 9. Comparison of how models DETOX-P1, P2 and P3 sample the mantle at different depths. Plotted in gray shades are cumulative sensitivity kernel
values (sum over columns of kernel matrix A:

∑
i|Aij| for the jth node). Dark shades indicate that many kernels traverse the region, which is a moderately good

proxy for tomographic resolution. (A better proxy would take into account the incidence angles of kernels.) Note that the colour scale is logarithmic. Compared
to DETOX-P1, which contains only teleseismic P waves, DETOX-P2 and P3 show much better sampling below 2000 km, thanks to Pdiff waves. DETOX-P3
also includes PP waves, which mainly improve sampling under the oceans in the upper half of the mantle.

to large areas of upper mantle beneath the oceans featuring slower
structure than indicated by the reference model, as discussed in
Section 4.4.

4.4 The effects of including PP waveform measurements

The difference between DETOX-P2 and DETOX-P3 is that the latter
includes PP traveltimes (cf. Fig. 3, measured by cross-correlation

of PP waveforms with synthetics based on AxiSEM Green’s func-
tions; no ISC picks). The main motivation is that, via their surface-
bouncing legs, PP paths sample the upper and lower mantle beneath
the largely uninstrumented oceans, regions not reached by the lim-
ited distance ranges of teleseismic P waves.

Comparing the spectral decompositions of DETOX-P2 versus
DETOX-P3 shows that the inclusion of PP traveltimes renders ba-
sically all spatial wavelengths stronger in the upper 1500–2000 km
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Showing	the	wave	path	
coverage	of:	
DETOX-P1	 (a	“normal”,	
teleseismic	 P-wave	model)	
versus	DETOX-P2	 (which	adds	
Pdiff).

DETOX-P1	 																					DETOX-P2



Result:	Core-mantle	boundary	as	seen	by	Pdiff &	P	waves18 Hosseini et al.

Figure 12. DETOX-P2 at 2800 km depth: preferred model (top right) and three resolution tests. Input 1 consists of Gaussian spheres spaced by 30°, with peak
anomalies of 3%. Input 2 consists of cylindrical Gaussian anomalies dV

P

/V
P

= (dV
P

/V
P

)

center

exp(�r2/w2
) with radii w = 400 km, i.e., synthetic

mantle plumes inserted at the locations of intraplate hotspots (magenta triangles in top right map). Input 3 is the same except that w = 300 km. The output
results of tests 2 and 3 suggest that plume clusters (e.g., in the southern Pacific or offshore western Africa) do not blur together completely at 2800 km depth,
and hence that internal structure of the Pacific and African LLVPs should be resolved. The actual tomography indeed shows significant subdivisions within
the two LLVPs, which could be the footings of individual mantle plumes.

mantle are concentrated at southern and equatorial latitudes and can
be described as moderately slower-than-average background, onto
which are superimposed a dozen or more intensely slow patches
of typically 600-1400 km diameter. By contrast, seismically fast
structure (subducted lithosphere) is concentrated under the north-
ern hemisphere, and under Antarctica and the Southern Ocean (see
Section 6).

The DETOX-P2 and -P3 models revise current views of the
lowermost mantle in that we observe an almost globe-spanning
belt of intensely slow patches at southern and equatorial latitudes,
rather than two clearly separated LLVPs beneath Africa and the
Pacific. The only major perturbation of this belt occurs at the longi-
tudes of eastern Asia, where a massive accumulation of fast anoma-

lies under the northern hemisphere spills southward into the In-
dian Ocean, nearly severing the spatial continuity between the slow,
Madagascar-to-Kerguelen tongue (African LLVP) and the western-
most part of the Pacific LLVP under Australia.

High resolution in the lowermost mantle directly results from
the Pdiff measurements (see Sections 4.1 and 4.3); no structure is
imaged in DETOX-P1 with teleseismic P measurements only. The
resolution tests of Fig. 12 show that the input models can be re-
trieved very well in the lower-third of the mantle (also see Fig. 9).
The outlines of inputs have been preserved, and many small-scale
features have been resolved. However, amplitude recovery is spa-
tially variable. The amplitudes of the input models are underesti-
mated in the outputs, particularly ⇡ -60° latitude in South Atlantic

Hosseini	 et	al.	2020	GJI

red:	seismically	 slow	(~hot)	– blue:	seismically	 fast	(cold,	slab)
:	hotspots



Comparison	with	other	global	P-wave	tomographies28 Hosseini et al.

Figure 20. Comparison of global P- and S-wave tomographies at 2800 km depth. DETOX-P1 and DETOX-P2 are compared to three other P-models: PRI-
P05m, the first global finite-frequency model, which also contained a large set of EHB picks (Montelli et al. 2004b); MITP08, computed from EHB P-picks
(Li et al. 2008); and GAP-P4, the only other global finite-frequency model (Obayashi et al. 2013). Also shown are global S-wave models S40RTS (Ritsema
et al. 2011), SEMUCB-WM1 (French & Romanowicz 2014), and SEISGLOB1 (Durand et al. 2016). Colours indicate velocity perturbations with respect
to the original reference models (rather than one common model). Colour saturation values are 1% for P models and 2% for S models. Bottom: Vote maps
(Shephard et al. 2017; Hosseini et al. 2018) for 2800 km depth, generated from 10 global P-wave and 15 global S-wave models (listed below). Left map shows
model agreement on seismically fast structure (slabs), right map on seismically slow structure (LLVPs). Red and black areas indicate that are large majority
of models agree that fast or slow structure is present; greenish-yellow means that about half of the models agree. Models seem to agree easily on the outlines
of the African LLVP, and somewhat less on the Pacific LLVP. Visual comparison to the 8 individual models also shows that the apparent consensus in the vote
map (which ignores amplitudes) glosses over rather variable appearances in individual models. The fast-velocity vote map shows much less agreement than
the slow vote map, and individual models are obviously more variable in their blue patches. Seismically fast structure, has always been more challenging to
image in the lowermost mantle, a major motivation for adding more solid constraints from Pdiff waves.
The ten global P models included in the votemaps: DETOX-P2, PRI-P05, MITP08, GAP-P4, UU-P07, Hosseini2016 (Hosseini 2016), GyPSuM-P (Simmons
et al. 2010), HMSL-P06 (Houser et al. 2008), SP12RTS-P (Koelemeijer et al. 2016), SPani-P (Tesoniero et al. 2015), LLNL G3Dv3 (Simmons et al. 2012);
and 15 global S models: S40RTS, SEMUCB-WM1, GyPSuM-S (Simmons et al. 2010), HMSL-S06 (Houser et al. 2008), PRI-S05 (Montelli et al. 2006),
SP12RTS-S (Koelemeijer et al. 2016), SPani-S (Tesoniero et al. 2015), S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 1999), S362ANI+M (Kustowski et al. 2008), SAVANI (Auer
et al. 2014), SAW642ANb (Panning et al. 2010), SEMum (Lekić & Romanowicz 2011), SGLOBE-rani (Chang et al. 2015), TX2015 (Lu & Grand 2016).

Like	DETOX-P2,	but	missing	 Pdiff data

Other	P-models	 are	made	of	basically	the	same	teleseismic-P	 data	as	DETOX-P1	 	
(showing	Princeton	2005	and	MIT	2008	models).



Fast	anomalies (slabs)	from 800-2000	km	depth in
model MIT-P08	(teleseismic;	no Pdiff data)

• Li	et	al.	2008,	a	P-wave model well used for	slab interpretation.
• 3-D	isosurface rendering.	Colour means depth,	changes every 200	km.



Fast	anomalies (slabs)	below 2000	km	depth in
model MIT-P08	(teleseismic,	no Pdiff data)
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• Li	et	al.	2008,	a	P-wave model well used for	slab interpretation.
• 3-D	isosurface rendering.	Colour means depth,	changes every 200	km.



Fast	anomalies (slabs)	below 2000	km	depth
Model	DETOX-P2	(P	+	~500,000	Pdiff data)
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• 3-D	isosurface rendering.	Colour means depth,	changes every 200	km.



Deepest	slabs	now	appear	elongated	and	crisp,	
like	in	the	upper/mid-mantle.

MIT-P08	(Li	et	al.	2008)																		DETOX-P2	 (Hosseini	 et	al.	2020)



Deepest	slabs	now	appear	elongated	and	crisp,	
like	in	the	upper/mid-mantle.

MIT-P08	(Li	et	al.	2008)																		DETOX-P2	 (Hosseini	 et	al.	2020)

Inferring the strikes of paleo-trenches becomes a	reasonable
exercise.	 Example:	 at 2800	km	under East	Asia.



Large	Low	Velocity	Provinces	as	seen	by	P-waves

Global mantle structure from multi-frequency tomography using P, PP and P-diffracted waves 19

Figure 13. DETOX-P2 at 2800 km centred on the African LLVP, and vertical sections through the area in DETOX-P1 versus DETOX-P2. Colours indicate
P-velocity anomalies with respect to IASP91. DETOX-P2 reveals whole-mantle low-velocity structures beneath the intraplate hotspots of Ascension, Iceland,
Afar, Kerguelen, Canary and Azores. Dashed lines in the sections mark the edges of African LLVP (AL) for visual reference. DETOX-P1 reveals only the
upper- and mid-mantle parts of these structures, and in particular not the LLVP. Compare to Fig. 14 for resolution tests beneath these hotspots.

LLVPs	=	about	a	dozen	very	slow	patches	(600-1400	km	in	diameter),	
embedded	 in	a	moderately	 slow	background.	
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Figure 13. DETOX-P2 at 2800 km centred on the African LLVP, and vertical sections through the area in DETOX-P1 versus DETOX-P2. Colours indicate
P-velocity anomalies with respect to IASP91. DETOX-P2 reveals whole-mantle low-velocity structures beneath the intraplate hotspots of Ascension, Iceland,
Afar, Kerguelen, Canary and Azores. Dashed lines in the sections mark the edges of African LLVP (AL) for visual reference. DETOX-P1 reveals only the
upper- and mid-mantle parts of these structures, and in particular not the LLVP. Compare to Fig. 14 for resolution tests beneath these hotspots.

LLVPs	=	about	a	dozen	very	slow	patches	(600-1400	km	in	diameter),	
embedded	 in	a	moderately	 slow	background.	

Newly	imaged,	only	by	P-waves:	LLVP-like	patches	under	South	America.
They	connect the	African	and	Pacific	LLVPs	into	a	longitudinal	 belt	that	
almost	circles	the	globe	at	southern	and	equatorial	 latitudes.
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Comparison	with	global	S-wave	tomographies at	CMB
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Figure 20. Comparison of global P- and S-wave tomographies at 2800 km depth. DETOX-P1 and DETOX-P2 are compared to three other P-models: PRI-
P05m, the first global finite-frequency model, which also contained a large set of EHB picks (Montelli et al. 2004b); MITP08, computed from EHB P-picks
(Li et al. 2008); and GAP-P4, the only other global finite-frequency model (Obayashi et al. 2013). Also shown are global S-wave models S40RTS (Ritsema
et al. 2011), SEMUCB-WM1 (French & Romanowicz 2014), and SEISGLOB1 (Durand et al. 2016). Colours indicate velocity perturbations with respect
to the original reference models (rather than one common model). Colour saturation values are 1% for P models and 2% for S models. Bottom: Vote maps
(Shephard et al. 2017; Hosseini et al. 2018) for 2800 km depth, generated from 10 global P-wave and 15 global S-wave models (listed below). Left map shows
model agreement on seismically fast structure (slabs), right map on seismically slow structure (LLVPs). Red and black areas indicate that are large majority
of models agree that fast or slow structure is present; greenish-yellow means that about half of the models agree. Models seem to agree easily on the outlines
of the African LLVP, and somewhat less on the Pacific LLVP. Visual comparison to the 8 individual models also shows that the apparent consensus in the vote
map (which ignores amplitudes) glosses over rather variable appearances in individual models. The fast-velocity vote map shows much less agreement than
the slow vote map, and individual models are obviously more variable in their blue patches. Seismically fast structure, has always been more challenging to
image in the lowermost mantle, a major motivation for adding more solid constraints from Pdiff waves.
The ten global P models included in the votemaps: DETOX-P2, PRI-P05, MITP08, GAP-P4, UU-P07, Hosseini2016 (Hosseini 2016), GyPSuM-P (Simmons
et al. 2010), HMSL-P06 (Houser et al. 2008), SP12RTS-P (Koelemeijer et al. 2016), SPani-P (Tesoniero et al. 2015), LLNL G3Dv3 (Simmons et al. 2012);
and 15 global S models: S40RTS, SEMUCB-WM1, GyPSuM-S (Simmons et al. 2010), HMSL-S06 (Houser et al. 2008), PRI-S05 (Montelli et al. 2006),
SP12RTS-S (Koelemeijer et al. 2016), SPani-S (Tesoniero et al. 2015), S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 1999), S362ANI+M (Kustowski et al. 2008), SAVANI (Auer
et al. 2014), SAW642ANb (Panning et al. 2010), SEMum (Lekić & Romanowicz 2011), SGLOBE-rani (Chang et al. 2015), TX2015 (Lu & Grand 2016).
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(Li et al. 2008); and GAP-P4, the only other global finite-frequency model (Obayashi et al. 2013). Also shown are global S-wave models S40RTS (Ritsema
et al. 2011), SEMUCB-WM1 (French & Romanowicz 2014), and SEISGLOB1 (Durand et al. 2016). Colours indicate velocity perturbations with respect
to the original reference models (rather than one common model). Colour saturation values are 1% for P models and 2% for S models. Bottom: Vote maps
(Shephard et al. 2017; Hosseini et al. 2018) for 2800 km depth, generated from 10 global P-wave and 15 global S-wave models (listed below). Left map shows
model agreement on seismically fast structure (slabs), right map on seismically slow structure (LLVPs). Red and black areas indicate that are large majority
of models agree that fast or slow structure is present; greenish-yellow means that about half of the models agree. Models seem to agree easily on the outlines
of the African LLVP, and somewhat less on the Pacific LLVP. Visual comparison to the 8 individual models also shows that the apparent consensus in the vote
map (which ignores amplitudes) glosses over rather variable appearances in individual models. The fast-velocity vote map shows much less agreement than
the slow vote map, and individual models are obviously more variable in their blue patches. Seismically fast structure, has always been more challenging to
image in the lowermost mantle, a major motivation for adding more solid constraints from Pdiff waves.
The ten global P models included in the votemaps: DETOX-P2, PRI-P05, MITP08, GAP-P4, UU-P07, Hosseini2016 (Hosseini 2016), GyPSuM-P (Simmons
et al. 2010), HMSL-P06 (Houser et al. 2008), SP12RTS-P (Koelemeijer et al. 2016), SPani-P (Tesoniero et al. 2015), LLNL G3Dv3 (Simmons et al. 2012);
and 15 global S models: S40RTS, SEMUCB-WM1, GyPSuM-S (Simmons et al. 2010), HMSL-S06 (Houser et al. 2008), PRI-S05 (Montelli et al. 2006),
SP12RTS-S (Koelemeijer et al. 2016), SPani-S (Tesoniero et al. 2015), S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 1999), S362ANI+M (Kustowski et al. 2008), SAVANI (Auer
et al. 2014), SAW642ANb (Panning et al. 2010), SEMum (Lekić & Romanowicz 2011), SGLOBE-rani (Chang et al. 2015), TX2015 (Lu & Grand 2016).

Plot	your	own	model	comparisons	with	SubMachine:	www.earth.ox.ac.uk/~smachine
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Like	DETOX-P2,	but	missing	 Pdiff data

Other	P-models	 are	made	of	basically	the	same	teleseismic-P	 data	as	DETOX-P1	 	
(showing	Princeton	2005	and	MIT	2008	models).



Garnero
et	al.	2016	review

Relationship	between	LLVPs	and	plumes?

Four	candidate	answers.	(A fifth	will	 be	added.)
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Figure 12. DETOX-P2 at 2800 km depth: preferred model (top right) and three resolution tests. Input 1 consists of Gaussian spheres spaced by 30°, with peak
anomalies of 3%. Input 2 consists of cylindrical Gaussian anomalies dV
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mantle plumes inserted at the locations of intraplate hotspots (magenta triangles in top right map). Input 3 is the same except that w = 300 km. The output
results of tests 2 and 3 suggest that plume clusters (e.g., in the southern Pacific or offshore western Africa) do not blur together completely at 2800 km depth,
and hence that internal structure of the Pacific and African LLVPs should be resolved. The actual tomography indeed shows significant subdivisions within
the two LLVPs, which could be the footings of individual mantle plumes.

mantle are concentrated at southern and equatorial latitudes and can
be described as moderately slower-than-average background, onto
which are superimposed a dozen or more intensely slow patches
of typically 600-1400 km diameter. By contrast, seismically fast
structure (subducted lithosphere) is concentrated under the north-
ern hemisphere, and under Antarctica and the Southern Ocean (see
Section 6).

The DETOX-P2 and -P3 models revise current views of the
lowermost mantle in that we observe an almost globe-spanning
belt of intensely slow patches at southern and equatorial latitudes,
rather than two clearly separated LLVPs beneath Africa and the
Pacific. The only major perturbation of this belt occurs at the longi-
tudes of eastern Asia, where a massive accumulation of fast anoma-

lies under the northern hemisphere spills southward into the In-
dian Ocean, nearly severing the spatial continuity between the slow,
Madagascar-to-Kerguelen tongue (African LLVP) and the western-
most part of the Pacific LLVP under Australia.

High resolution in the lowermost mantle directly results from
the Pdiff measurements (see Sections 4.1 and 4.3); no structure is
imaged in DETOX-P1 with teleseismic P measurements only. The
resolution tests of Fig. 12 show that the input models can be re-
trieved very well in the lower-third of the mantle (also see Fig. 9).
The outlines of inputs have been preserved, and many small-scale
features have been resolved. However, amplitude recovery is spa-
tially variable. The amplitudes of the input models are underesti-
mated in the outputs, particularly ⇡ -60° latitude in South Atlantic
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Hosseini	 et	al.	2020	GJI

Resolution	tests	at	the	CMB:
How	much	would	the	bases	of	
individual	plumes	blur	together?	

Input:	vertical	“plume	conduits”	at	all	hotspot	
locations.	

Radii	=	400	km

Radii	=	300	km
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Relationship	between	LLVPs	and	plumes?

Four	candidate	answers.	(A fifth	will	 be	added.)



Part	2:	Imaging	the	African“superplume”	
(southeastern	half)	

from	the	CMB	to	the	upper	mantle
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• Oceanic	area,	numerous	
hotspots,	plus	South	Africa	
sitting	higher	than	expected.

• Oceans	are	hardly	instrumented	
èUpper	mantle	under	hotspots	
is	poorly	 sampled.

• We	managed	 to	instrument	one	
hotspot:	La	Réunion
(Barruol	&	Sigloch	2014	EOS)



The	RHUM-RUM	experiment	deployed	57	BB	OBS	for	13	months.



Whole-mantle	views	of	the	African	LLVP
• Upper	mantle	resolved	 by	RHUM-RUM’s	~57	OBS	and	30	land	stations	

(but	only	under	La	Réunion	hotspot)
• Lower	and	lowermost	mantle	 resolved	primarily	 through	P	and	Pdiff –

finite-frequency	 traveltimes	and	ISC	picks.

Dots	are	stations	that	yielded	
finite-frequency	 waveform	
measurements.

RHUM-RUM	array	2012-13



“Vote	map”	of	26	global	P- and	S-wave	models	on	
which	mantle	areas	are	seismically	slow.	Each	
model	gets	one	“vote”	(per	lat/lon voxel).	Colour
codes	the	vote	count.	Ex:	“13”	means	that	half	of	
the	models	see	a	place	as	slow

Global	models	 (without	RHUM-RUM	data)	were	 in	good	agreement	 in	the	
lower	mantle,	but	poor	agreement	 in	the	upper	mantle.



With	RHUM-RUM,	P	and	Pdiff data	
(Tsekhmistrenko	 et	al.	2021	NatGeo)

“Vote	map”	of	26	global	P- and	S-wave	models	on	
which	mantle	areas	are	seismically	slow.	Each	
model	gets	one	“vote”	(per	lat/lon voxel).	Colour
codes	the	vote	count.	Ex:	“13”	means	that	half	of	
the	models	see	a	place	as	slow

Global	models	 (without	RHUM-RUM	data)	were	 in	good	agreement	 in	the	
lower	mantle,	but	poor	agreement	 in	the	upper	mantle.
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Seismically	 slow	material	 is	
enclosed	 by	an	isosurface.	Colour
signals	 depth	and	changes	 every	
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The	LLVP’s	central	dome	cusps	at	~1700	km	depth,	under	the	
Mozambique	Channel	à the	upper	boundary	of	the	LLVP.

The	three	diverging	branches	look	clearly	different	 from	what	is	
underneath,	hence	 they	should	probably	not	be	considered	 LLVP.	
But	what	are	they?
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The	African	LLVP	and	its	three	branches

• The	small-scale	 splashiness (or	canopy	of	the	“tree”)	 does	not	overlie	 the	
central	LLVP.	It	is	observed	 vertically	above	 the	Kerguelen	and	East	African	CMB	
corridors.	
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Southern	Indian	Ocean	branch:	Low-velocity	anomalies	in	a	
west-east	section	through	South	Africa	and	La	Réunion
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Bouvet	branch	&	East	Africa	branch

The	East	African	branch	is	also	underlain	by	a	CMB	corridor.	
(It	reaches	northward	only	to	Kenya,	which	was	overlain	by	
the	Afar	region	around	30	Ma,	when	the	LIP	erupted.)

No	CMB	corridor	observed	 under	Bouvet	branch,	but	would	
be	expected	 to	remain	unresolved.
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• Structure	 is	complex,	but	passes	 resolution	 tests	and	plausibility	checks.

The	African	LLVP	and	its	three	branches



Proposed	relationship	between	a	CMB	corridor	and	
a	mid-mantle	branch:	vertically	upwelling	blobs,	offset	in	time.

• In	simulations,	 upwellings have	strong	tendency	 to	rise	(almost)	vertically	
(e.g.	work	by	Davaille,	 Steinberger).

• Consistent	with	our	observations:	Why	else	would	the	mid-mantle	 branches	
be	found	vertically	 above	the	CMB	corridors	(and	not	elsewhere)?

ARTICLES NATURE GEOSCIENCE

corridor, the Afar region experienced flood basalt eruptions ~30 Ma, 
followed by transition from continental rifting to seafloor spread-
ing. Continental rifting is increasingly recent and less advanced 
towards the southern EA rift35, and the associated magmatism does 
not (yet) have LIP character, although slow-velocity anomalies are 
already flooding the upper mantle (Extended Data Fig. 6). As pre-
dicted, no rifting is observed south of Malawi/Mozambique, where 
the tilting Afar branch is still at mid-mantle depths.

Similarly, the Kerguelen flood basalts occurred ~120 Ma19,41,42 
above the distal SIO corridor and moved inwards to Marion 
~90 Ma19,41,42 (Madagascar Rise LIP) and to Réunion ~65 Ma 
(Deccan Traps LIP)13,19,41, but no flood basalts have occurred closer 
to the cusp, where the upwelling SIO branch is still at mid-mantle 
depths. The three LIP arrivals above the SIO corridor are thought 
to have created the Indian Ocean as they unzipped India from 
its Gondwana supercontinent surroundings, in the sequence 
India from Antarctica19,41,42 ~120 Ma (Kerguelen); India from 
Madagascar19,41,43 ~90 Ma (Marion); and India from Seychelles19,41,42 
~65 Ma (La Réunion). Similarly, the plume heat emanating from the 
EA corridor may be enabling the splitting of Africa, potentially cre-
ating a new ocean basin35. Thus, SIO and EA corridor geometries 
foreshadowed the strikes of major future spreading systems. The 
linear staggering of proto-plume detachments (Fig. 5) explains the 
effectiveness of flood basalts in unzipping continents and creating 
new spreading ridges19,41,44 (compared with randomly sequenced 
LIP arrivals).

This newly predictable sequencing of LIPs informs the question 
of whether flood basalts precede continental rifting or vice versa45,46. 
Under Kenya, for example, a future LIP seems to be rising, but rift-
ing and hot asthenosphere inflow may have long been encroaching 
from the north (Afar). Thus, Kenyan rifting precedes its LIP but is 
driven (or facilitated) by the adjacent, preceding LIP within the EA 
corridor sequence.

We predict cataclysmic flood basalts, some tens of millions of 
years in the future, for the surface overlying the LLVP cusp, where 
three inward-sweeping mid-mantle branches converge—possibly 
analogous to widespread, Cretaceous plateau eruptions above the 

Pacific LLVP4,14,19,47,48. Upwelling of the cusp probably already shapes 
the large-scale topography anomaly of southern Africa, which 
stands 500–1,000 m higher than expected49.

Our model of blobby proto-plumes (Fig. 5) predicts a 
Réunion-like situation under every active hotspot of the region: 
a classical, thin and vertical plume conduit, but only down to 
~700 km depth. There it is anchored in a mid-mantle blob without 
a tail to the CMB (for example, ref. 11). Currently resolved structure 
under Afar6,37, Bouvet (Extended Data Fig. 6) and Kerguelen is con-
sistent with this prediction. Hence, the observed, near-stationarity 
of Indo-Atlantic hotspots (relative motions of <10 mm yr–1), long 
harnessed for constructing absolute reference frames19,33, may mea-
sure the advection of mid-mantle reservoirs at 700–1,500 km depth 
rather than in the lowermost mantle.

The thin, upper-mantle conduits under Réunion and 
Madagascar may represent mostly thermal plumes released from 
the proto-plume, whose denser components tend to stay behind in 
the broad mid-mantle blob (Fig. 5d). Tailless blobs of large diam-
eters (700–800 km under Réunion) point towards a dense chemi-
cal component in the LLVP and in the proto-plumes10. Dense blobs 
need to become hotter to rise, perhaps partly explaining their robust 
tomographic visibility. Purely thermal plumes require smaller 
excess temperatures to rise, should be thin and should retain their 
stems to the CMB10.

The hotspots that form the branches of the southern African 
LLVP tree essentially coincide with the ensemble of hotspots defin-
ing the geochemical DUPAL anomaly50,51, which distinguishes 
hotspot basalts of the Indo-Southern Ocean from others around 
the world. Hence, the source region of the DUPAL anomaly may be 
identified with the LLVP tree structure below its branching depth 
of ~1,500 km. Indian and Southern Ocean hotspot eruptions that 
were previously not known to be specifically related beyond their 
shared DUPAL signature are aligned into predictable spatiotempo-
ral sequences by our observation of narrow LLVP corridors paired 
with vertically detached upwellings in the mid- and upper mantle. 
This inference has been enabled by the very detailed imaging, from 
lithosphere to core, of one complete ‘unzipping corridor’ under the 
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Fig. 5 | Interpreted evolution of a tilted mid-mantle upwelling underlain by a low-velocity CMB corridor. a, A proto-plume, 1, ~800!km in diameter, 
develops at the distal end of an LLVP corridor, a region of maximum dT/dx. b, 1 detaches and rises vertically. The next instability, 2, develops left of 1, 
in the new instantaneous region of maximum dT/dx. c, Continued vertical rise of 1 and 2 and incipient detachment of 3 in the adjacent, new region of 
maximum dT/dx. d, Present-day snapshot shows tilted alignment of rising proto-plume blobs and a thinned low-velocity corridor left behind on the CMB. 
On reaching the viscosity boundary between lower and upper mantle, proto-plume 1 spawns the ‘classical’ sequence of a short-lived plume head (LIP), 
followed by one or more thin, long-lived plume tails, which remain rooted in their mid-mantle blob. Arrival of the plume head dynamically uplifted the 
lithosphere54 (vertically exaggerated). Proto-plume 1 corresponds with the Réunion plume in Fig. 3 (top) and Fig. 4f; 3 corresponds with the LLVP cusp.
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followed by transition from continental rifting to seafloor spread-
ing. Continental rifting is increasingly recent and less advanced 
towards the southern EA rift35, and the associated magmatism does 
not (yet) have LIP character, although slow-velocity anomalies are 
already flooding the upper mantle (Extended Data Fig. 6). As pre-
dicted, no rifting is observed south of Malawi/Mozambique, where 
the tilting Afar branch is still at mid-mantle depths.

Similarly, the Kerguelen flood basalts occurred ~120 Ma19,41,42 
above the distal SIO corridor and moved inwards to Marion 
~90 Ma19,41,42 (Madagascar Rise LIP) and to Réunion ~65 Ma 
(Deccan Traps LIP)13,19,41, but no flood basalts have occurred closer 
to the cusp, where the upwelling SIO branch is still at mid-mantle 
depths. The three LIP arrivals above the SIO corridor are thought 
to have created the Indian Ocean as they unzipped India from 
its Gondwana supercontinent surroundings, in the sequence 
India from Antarctica19,41,42 ~120 Ma (Kerguelen); India from 
Madagascar19,41,43 ~90 Ma (Marion); and India from Seychelles19,41,42 
~65 Ma (La Réunion). Similarly, the plume heat emanating from the 
EA corridor may be enabling the splitting of Africa, potentially cre-
ating a new ocean basin35. Thus, SIO and EA corridor geometries 
foreshadowed the strikes of major future spreading systems. The 
linear staggering of proto-plume detachments (Fig. 5) explains the 
effectiveness of flood basalts in unzipping continents and creating 
new spreading ridges19,41,44 (compared with randomly sequenced 
LIP arrivals).

This newly predictable sequencing of LIPs informs the question 
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years in the future, for the surface overlying the LLVP cusp, where 
three inward-sweeping mid-mantle branches converge—possibly 
analogous to widespread, Cretaceous plateau eruptions above the 

Pacific LLVP4,14,19,47,48. Upwelling of the cusp probably already shapes 
the large-scale topography anomaly of southern Africa, which 
stands 500–1,000 m higher than expected49.

Our model of blobby proto-plumes (Fig. 5) predicts a 
Réunion-like situation under every active hotspot of the region: 
a classical, thin and vertical plume conduit, but only down to 
~700 km depth. There it is anchored in a mid-mantle blob without 
a tail to the CMB (for example, ref. 11). Currently resolved structure 
under Afar6,37, Bouvet (Extended Data Fig. 6) and Kerguelen is con-
sistent with this prediction. Hence, the observed, near-stationarity 
of Indo-Atlantic hotspots (relative motions of <10 mm yr–1), long 
harnessed for constructing absolute reference frames19,33, may mea-
sure the advection of mid-mantle reservoirs at 700–1,500 km depth 
rather than in the lowermost mantle.

The thin, upper-mantle conduits under Réunion and 
Madagascar may represent mostly thermal plumes released from 
the proto-plume, whose denser components tend to stay behind in 
the broad mid-mantle blob (Fig. 5d). Tailless blobs of large diam-
eters (700–800 km under Réunion) point towards a dense chemi-
cal component in the LLVP and in the proto-plumes10. Dense blobs 
need to become hotter to rise, perhaps partly explaining their robust 
tomographic visibility. Purely thermal plumes require smaller 
excess temperatures to rise, should be thin and should retain their 
stems to the CMB10.

The hotspots that form the branches of the southern African 
LLVP tree essentially coincide with the ensemble of hotspots defin-
ing the geochemical DUPAL anomaly50,51, which distinguishes 
hotspot basalts of the Indo-Southern Ocean from others around 
the world. Hence, the source region of the DUPAL anomaly may be 
identified with the LLVP tree structure below its branching depth 
of ~1,500 km. Indian and Southern Ocean hotspot eruptions that 
were previously not known to be specifically related beyond their 
shared DUPAL signature are aligned into predictable spatiotempo-
ral sequences by our observation of narrow LLVP corridors paired 
with vertically detached upwellings in the mid- and upper mantle. 
This inference has been enabled by the very detailed imaging, from 
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Fig. 5 | Interpreted evolution of a tilted mid-mantle upwelling underlain by a low-velocity CMB corridor. a, A proto-plume, 1, ~800!km in diameter, 
develops at the distal end of an LLVP corridor, a region of maximum dT/dx. b, 1 detaches and rises vertically. The next instability, 2, develops left of 1, 
in the new instantaneous region of maximum dT/dx. c, Continued vertical rise of 1 and 2 and incipient detachment of 3 in the adjacent, new region of 
maximum dT/dx. d, Present-day snapshot shows tilted alignment of rising proto-plume blobs and a thinned low-velocity corridor left behind on the CMB. 
On reaching the viscosity boundary between lower and upper mantle, proto-plume 1 spawns the ‘classical’ sequence of a short-lived plume head (LIP), 
followed by one or more thin, long-lived plume tails, which remain rooted in their mid-mantle blob. Arrival of the plume head dynamically uplifted the 
lithosphere54 (vertically exaggerated). Proto-plume 1 corresponds with the Réunion plume in Fig. 3 (top) and Fig. 4f; 3 corresponds with the LLVP cusp.
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• Blobs	that	rose	vertically	 but	detached	 sequentially	 would	 create	the	
diagonally	 rising	appearance.	 (Tomo does	resolve	 individual	 blobs.)

• Thin	“classical”	plumes	 are	spawned	only	upon	arrival	at	the	upper	
mantle.	They	 remain	 rooted	in	their	mid-mantle	 blob.



CMB	corridor	in	the	Southern	Indian	Ocean:	
the	cause	or	facilitator	of	Indian	Ocean	opening?	

A	sequence	 of	3	LIPs	(3	blob	
detachments?)	unzipped	 India	
from	Gondwana,	and	opened	 the	
Indian	Ocean: Kerguelen	~120	
Ma; Marion	~90	Ma; La	Réunion	
(Deccan)	~65	Ma.
è Corresponds	 to	an	inward	

sweep	of	blobs	along	the	SIO	
corridor.

è East	African	rifting	may	be	a	
sequence	 in	progress.

è Geological	 significance	of	the	
convergence	of	branches	
under	South	
Africa/Mozambique	 Channel?
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Figure 12. DETOX-P2 at 2800 km depth: preferred model (top right) and three resolution tests. Input 1 consists of Gaussian spheres spaced by 30°, with peak
anomalies of 3%. Input 2 consists of cylindrical Gaussian anomalies dV

P

/V
P

= (dV
P

/V
P

)

center

exp(�r2/w2
) with radii w = 400 km, i.e., synthetic

mantle plumes inserted at the locations of intraplate hotspots (magenta triangles in top right map). Input 3 is the same except that w = 300 km. The output
results of tests 2 and 3 suggest that plume clusters (e.g., in the southern Pacific or offshore western Africa) do not blur together completely at 2800 km depth,
and hence that internal structure of the Pacific and African LLVPs should be resolved. The actual tomography indeed shows significant subdivisions within
the two LLVPs, which could be the footings of individual mantle plumes.

mantle are concentrated at southern and equatorial latitudes and can
be described as moderately slower-than-average background, onto
which are superimposed a dozen or more intensely slow patches
of typically 600-1400 km diameter. By contrast, seismically fast
structure (subducted lithosphere) is concentrated under the north-
ern hemisphere, and under Antarctica and the Southern Ocean (see
Section 6).

The DETOX-P2 and -P3 models revise current views of the
lowermost mantle in that we observe an almost globe-spanning
belt of intensely slow patches at southern and equatorial latitudes,
rather than two clearly separated LLVPs beneath Africa and the
Pacific. The only major perturbation of this belt occurs at the longi-
tudes of eastern Asia, where a massive accumulation of fast anoma-

lies under the northern hemisphere spills southward into the In-
dian Ocean, nearly severing the spatial continuity between the slow,
Madagascar-to-Kerguelen tongue (African LLVP) and the western-
most part of the Pacific LLVP under Australia.

High resolution in the lowermost mantle directly results from
the Pdiff measurements (see Sections 4.1 and 4.3); no structure is
imaged in DETOX-P1 with teleseismic P measurements only. The
resolution tests of Fig. 12 show that the input models can be re-
trieved very well in the lower-third of the mantle (also see Fig. 9).
The outlines of inputs have been preserved, and many small-scale
features have been resolved. However, amplitude recovery is spa-
tially variable. The amplitudes of the input models are underesti-
mated in the outputs, particularly ⇡ -60° latitude in South Atlantic
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